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ART OF CITY BUILDING CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 22-23, 2017

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

U
Art of City Building (AoCB) is a new conference designed to inspire conversations 

around people, design and placemaking.  
This is the first visioning event in a planned series of public conversations that will bring together local, national, and international 

thought leaders who will share their experiences, connect to Halifax, and aim to challenge thinking.  

“What is the Halifax we want to be”? This is a central question at a critical time in our city’s history. This is a time of dramatic 
change, new development, new investment, activity, and growth. This is happening alongside a fear of changing identity and the 

practical and significant challenges of a city under construction.

The conference will explore our ability to achieve broad community development objectives around topics such as designing 
accessible, safe streets; promotion of art and culture; preserving history and driving innovation; creation of public spaces and bike 
lanes; the important role of real estate development, density and private investment in city building efforts, as well as the subtle 

details that touch the individual lives, health and happiness of our citizens. 

By engaging diverse audiences in respectful, aspirational conversations, the conference will aim to expand the conversation and 
contribute to the development of a shared vision for Halifax that is inclusive, that honours the past, that inspires new ideas and 

embraces our future Halifax.  

Sponsors & Partners
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October 23

9AM -11AM

SESSION 1: ART OF CITY BUILDING KEYNOTE

• Jennifer Keesmaat, Toronto

• Maki Kawaguchi, NYC

• Andy Fillmore, Halifax

• Charles Gauthier, Vancouver 

Moderator: Kourosh Rad

5:30PM-7:30PM 
 
CLOSING RECEPTION & PECHAKUCHA NIGHT

SESSION 5: CREATING A SHARED VISION

• Gerry Post, Halifax

• Patricia Cuttell, Halifax

• Andrew Murphy, Halifax

• and more! 

• Moderator: Mayor Mike Savage

1PM -2:15PM

SESSION 3: PUBLIC WATERFRONTS 

• Tyke Tykesson, Malmö Waterfront

• Hans Ibelings, Amsterdam Waterfront

• Jennifer Keesmaat, Toronto Waterfront

Moderator: Jennifer Angel

2:30PM -4PM

SESSION 4: DESIGNING INSPIRING 
STREETSCAPES

• Hans Ibelings, Toronto 

• David Wex, Toronto

• Tyke Tykesson, Malmö

• Vincent Van den Brink, Halifax

Moderator: Abigail MacEachern
11:15AM -12:45PM 

SESSION 2: BUILDING FUTURE CITIES

• Åsa Kachan, Halifax

• Danny Bridson, Stockholm

• Michael Hess, Denver

• Jonathan Westeinde, Ottawa

Moderator: Paul MacKinnon

Location: Paul O'Regan Hall, Halifax Central Library

CONFERENCE AGENDA

Art of City Building is a free 

event. Registration is required.

visit www.ArtOfCityBuilding.ca 

to register.

Location: Garrison Brewery,  
1149 Marginal Road

October 22

10AM -4PM 

SPEAKERS WALKING TOUR

Halifax Seaport Market: 10am

Ferry to Dartmouth: 12:15pm

Ferry to Halifax: 2:00pm
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Maki Kawaguchi, Urban Designer

Topic: Placemaking & Urban Design

As an urban designer and architect with 

international experience in strategic urban 

transformation of cities, Maki is passionate 

about creating meaningful human experiences 

in the public realm that lead to greater 

quality of public life in cities. As part of her 

presentation, she will share Gehl’s approach 

to this work and examples from around the 

world on building a shared vision to improve 

communities.

Charles Gauthier, CEO of Downtown 

Vancouver BIA

Topic: Reimagine Vancouver 

In 2015 the Downtown Vancouver Business 

Improvement Association (DVBIA) partnered 

with Simon Fraser University (SFU) Public 

Square to design and implement a community 

engagement process called Reimagine 

Downtown Vancouver. People from all walks 

of life, not just our members,  shared what 

they want downtown to be like in the year 

2040. Over 11,000 people participated in this 

community engagement process that resulted 

in a new vision for downtown Vancouver.

Jennifer Keesmaat, Urban Planner

Topic: Urban Planning in 2017: Best practices for building a livable city

As one of the country’s most respected urban planners, Jennifer 

will explore not only how we define a good city, but how individuals, 

government and organizations can come together to build a good city. 

Through her experience in helping to make Toronto one of the most 

livable cities in the world, she will offer her perspective on how real 

estate development goals must be compatible with those of good city 

building principles.

Session 1: Art of City Building Keynote
Time: 9:00AM -11:00AM

Location: Paul O'Regan Hall, Halifax Central Library

Moderator: Kourosh Rad

Andy Fillmore, MP Halifax,  Urban Planner

Topic: Halifax, Then & Now

From 2005 to 2009, Andy Fillmore led "HRM 

by Design", the Downtown Halifax Plan, that 

resulted in the creation of a new design-based 

planning regime for the review and approval of 

development proposals in Downtown Halifax. 

Today, Halifax is one of the fastest growing 

cities in Canada, described by economists 

and planners alike as a "boomtown". In 

his presentation, Andy looks back at the 

successes and challenges of HRM by Design in 

relation to Halifax's rapidly evolving cityscape.
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Technology is affecting all aspects of our lives, including real estate, 

city building and even public spaces design. From augmented reality 

to self-driving cars, we are at the precipice of change in real estate 

development and city building efforts. But the fast pace of change 

in technology advancement is at odds with the speed of real estate 

development and infrastructure investment. This fascinating discussion 

will feature world experts on the topic and will explore how we can 

ensure we are future-proof. 

Session 2: BUILDING FUTURE CITIES

Time: 11:15pm – 12:45 pm

Location: Paul O'Regan Hall, Halifax Central Library

Moderator: Paul MacKinnon

Session 3: Designing & Operating Public Waterfronts 

Time: 1pm – 2:15pm 

Location: Paul O'Regan Hall, Halifax Central Library

Moderator: Jennifer Angel 

Historically, people often settled next to water sources and many of 

the world’s cities are formed by the water. Waterfronts today are some 

of the most important public spaces in cities and great effort is directed 

toward building beautiful, accessible and functional waterfronts. This 

session will share stories from some of the world’s great waterfronts, 

including their history and evolution, and our panel of waterfront 

experts will be invited to share their critiques of our very own Halifax 

waterfront.

Tyke Tykesson, City Of Malmö

Topic: Malmö Waterfront 

Hans Ibelings, University of Toronto

Topic: Amsterdam Waterfront 

Jennifer Keesmaat, Urban Planner

Topic: Toronto Waterfront

Åsa Kachan, CEO, Halifax Public Libraries

Topic: The impact of a well-designed building on the end user 

Danny Bridson, Mandaworks 

Topic: Stockholm’s Kolkajen Master Plan 

Michael Hess, Panasonic North America

Topic: Smart City Design and Infrastructure 

Jonathan Westeinde, Windmill Development, 

Topic: Zibi Net Zero Development
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While architecture is one of the world’s oldest professions, to this day 

it continues to evolve, transform, improve and sometimes, decline. The 

effect of architecture on urban dwellers is profound, as it defines the 

experience of those who interface with the buildings from both inside 

as well as the surrounding streetscape. This panel will explore trends 

of design today and how they are serving people of a city and their 

users. We will also address such questions as: What are the elements 

that all buildings should respect? What is the role of Starchitecture 

in city building? Where are architects failing and thriving? How much 

say should developers have in the process of design and architecture? 

How do planning by-laws and regulations result in good or bad design? 

What is the role of public consultation, public relations and marketing 

in the design process?  

Session 4: Designing Inspiring Streetscapes 

Time: 2:30pm – 4:00pm 

Location: Paul O'Regan Hall, Halifax Central Library

Moderator: Abigail MacEachern

Closing Reception & Presentations 

Creating a Shared Vision

Time: 5:30pm - 7:30pm

Location: Garrison Brewery, 1149 Marginal Rd

Moderator: Mayor Mike Savage

In recent years, Halifax has reclaimed its status as a place for 

high quality lifestyle for both work and play within its urban cores. 

This has resulted in a surge in demand for new buildings, more 

public spaces, better transit, cycling infrastructure, and additional 

recreational facilities. Several initiatives are in motion to support this 

growth including the Centre Plan, Cogswell Master Plan, Dartmouth 

Sportsplex, Halifax Water infrastructure improvements, waterfront 

improvements, Bedford commuter rail study, and more. This Pecha 

Kucha panel will provide an opportunity for individuals of a variety of 

background to pitch their idea of "what is the Halifax we want?"

Patty Cuttell-Busby, North End Business Association

Other Presenters 

Hans Ibelings, University of Toronto

Topic: Rise & Sprawl

David Wex, Urban Capitals 

Topic: Architecture of Development 

Tyke Tykesson, City Of Malmö

Topic: Architecture of Malmö

Vincent Van den Brink, Breakhouse 
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PRESENTERS

Jennifer Keesmaat

Chief Planner, City of Toronto

Toronto

As the Chief Planner for the City of Toronto, 

Jennifer is committed to creating places where 

people flourish. Over the past decade, she 

has been recognized by the Canadian Institute of Planners, the Ontario 

Professional Planners Institute, the Design Exchange and +EDRA for her 

innovative work in municipalities across Canada, with a variety of awards 

for planning excellence.  

Jennifer's work is characterized by an emphasis on the creation of 

complete communities, the facilitation of collaborations across sectors, 

and broad engagement with residents, municipal staff, Council, 

developers, business leaders, NGOs, and other stakeholders. She was 

instrumental in the creation of "HRM By Design" through her previous 

position with Office for Urbanism. 

Her priorities as Chief Planner include the implementation of the 

Planning Division's new Strategic Plan; the promotion of midrise 

development along the city's Avenues as part of a strategy to develop 

more complete communities; providing residents with more access to 

city building conversations through an improved consultation process; a 

renewed focus on evidence-based transit planning; leading the Official 

Plan review process; and overseeing development review for the City's 

3000+ annual development applications.

Charles Gauthier
President/CEO, Downtown Vancouver 

Business Improvement Association (DVBIA)

Vancouver

Since 1992, Charles Gauthier has been steering 

the DVBIA with vision and a commitment 

to the future of Downtown Vancouver. He is 

responsible for the overall management and strategic direction of the 

association that has an annual budget of $3 million. 

Charles has guided the DVBIA to a legacy of accomplishments and 

prestigious honours such as the top year 2000 award for "Downtown 

Management" by the International Downtown Association (IDA) and four 

Canadian Society of Association Executives’ (BC Chapter) Cornerstone 

of Excellence Awards in three separate categories-- government 

relations, new program, and “above and beyond”. 

Born and raised in Winnipeg, Manitoba he has a Master of City Planning 

degree from the University of Manitoba. Throughout his 31-year career 

he has worked with non-governmental organizations. He is an active 

member of the International Downtown Association, having served on 

its Board of Directors for twelve years. He also served on the leadership 

team of the BC Chapter of the Canadian Society of Association 

Executives for four years. He is also the Immediate Past President of the 

Vancouver New Year’s Eve Celebration Society. 
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Maki Kawaguchi is an urban designer and 

architect with international experience in 

strategic urban transformation across cities 

Maki Kawaguchi

Urban Designer, Gehl 

New York City

around the world. Intrigued by the correlation of public space and its 

influence on fostering a greater quality of life in cities, Maki is passionate 

about discovering the unique characteristics of a place and its cultural 

specificity to create unique human experiences in the public realm.

As an associate at Gehl New York, she leads projects at multiple scales 

that range from city visions, urban design work to tactical pilot projects. 

Her background in the fields of urban design and innovation consulting 

has led her to approach city transformation with a focus on people and 

collaboration; she values engaging stakeholders to both understand 

people’s needs and help empower them in unlocking the potential of 

the public realm.

David Wex is a founder and partner in Urban 

Capital Property Group, a Toronto-based 

condominium developer with over 7,800 units 

David Wex

Founder & Partner, Urban Capitals

Toronto

developed or under development in Toronto, Ottawa, Mississauga, 

Montreal, Halifax, Winnipeg and Saskatoon. Urban Capital has been 

Andy Fillmore is the Member of Parliament 

for Halifax and Parliamentary Secretary to the 

Minister of Democratic Institutions. 

Andy Fillmore 

Member of Parliament, Urban Planner

Halifax

While serving in Parliament, Andy has been devoted to making Canada’s 

communities healthy and sustainable spaces in which to live, work, and 

play; supporting innovation; improving relations with Indigenous peoples; 

and protecting the environment.

Prior to his election in 2015, Andy spent 20 years as urban planner and 

community builder in the private, public, and academic sectors. He is a 

founding member and former Vice President of the Canadian Council for 

Urbanism.

As Halifax’s first Manager of Urban Design, Andy’s career has included 

projects like the new Halifax Central Library and “HRM by Design,” the 

Downtown Halifax plan. His leadership on HRM by Design has seen 

development activity in Downtown Halifax increase by over 40 times. 

Andy also served as Director and Associate Professor at the Dalhousie 

University’s School of Planning. Most recently, Andy was VP of Planning 

& Development at the Waterfront Development Corporation where he 

oversaw the ongoing development of Halifax’s mixed-use waterfront, 

with a focus on increasing economic opportunity, enhancing tourism, and 

creating new public spaces in the city. He attended Acadia University and 

holds graduate degrees from Harvard University and Dalhousie University. 

Andy grew up in Halifax, and he is a proud, unrelenting champion for his 

hometown in Canada’s Parliament. 
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a pioneer in developing residential buildings in former industrial 

or non-residential districts, typically setting a trend that results in 

flourishing new neighbourhoods. Urban Capital's developments have 

also been highly innovative in terms of architecture, interior design 

and environmental sustainability. In Halifax David has developed the 

Southport project with Killam Properties, and Gorsebrook Park, now 

under construction. Prior to establishing Urban Capital with partner Mark 

Reeve, David was a lawyer at Stikeman Elliott, a large Canadian law firm.

Hans Ibelings is an architectural critic and 

historian. He is a lecturer at the University 

of Toronto, John H. Daniels Faculty of 

Hans Ibelings 

Architectural Critic, University of Toronto

Toronto/Amsterdam

Architecture, Landscape and Design. Since 2012, he is also the editor 

and publisher of the Architectural Observer. Prior to that, he was the 

editor and publisher of A10 new European architecture, an Amsterdam-

based magazine he founded in 2004, with graphic designer Arjan Groot. 

Together with PARTISANS he wrote Rise and Sprawl: The 

Condominiumization of Toronto (Montreal/Amsterdam: The 

Architectural Observer, 2016)

Åsa Kachan 

CEO & Chief Librarian, Halifax Public 

Libraries 

Halifax

Åsa Kachan is the CEO & Chief Librarian 

for Halifax Public Libraries. In her role, she 

oversees 450 staff working across the 14-branch library system. 

Halifax Public Libraries recently received international acclaim with the 

opening of Halifax’s new Central Library. Åsa and her team continue to 

capture attention through their modernization of library service to this 

community, focusing on the success of every resident of HRM through 

services and programs and welcoming spaces that reach diverse 

populations with equality and respect.

Prior to taking on the CEO role in November 2014, Åsa spent 16 years 

in senior administrative roles within universities, most recently serving 

10 years as the Assistant Vice-President Enrolment Management & 

Registrar for Dalhousie University. During Åsa’s time at Dalhousie, she 

undertook critical transformations to improve the student experience, 

including revamping undergraduate scholarships and bursaries and 

improving front-line service.
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Tyke Tykesson

Architect, City of Malmö

Malmö 

Tyke Tykesson is the Project Leader for 

Comprehensive Planning at the Strategic 

Department of the City Planning office in 

Malmö. Tyke studied Architecture in Lund and Glasgow, History of art 

and History of Ideas at University of Lund. He has been working for the 

municipality of Malmö since the 1990s with different planning tasks as 

well as historical surveys.  

Tyke has been involved in a number of projects including: Bo01 housing 

exhibition area and temporary exhibition, Western Harbour, Malmö 

(planning assistent, 1997–99), Sege Park – Östra sjukhuset, Malmö 

(Detailed plan 2005), Station Triangeln – UMAS – MEDEON, Malmö 

(Master plan 2006-2008), and Comprehensive plan for Malmö (2009- 

ongoing). He also has published of books including:

• The Architects who formed Malmö – a Modern City is Emerging 

1878–1945

• Maps of Malmö – from the 16th Century to the Present

• Malmö in Shimmer and Shadow – Architecture and Urban Planning 

1945–2005

Jonathan Westeinde
Founder & President,

Windmill Developments 

Ottawa

Jonathan is the founder of Windmill 

Developments and brings a great deal of 

experience in corporate strategy, finance and business development as 

it relates to green development practices. Jonathan has spearheaded 

a new national consortium that is focused entirely on green building 

retrofits as part of Ledcor Construction. Prior to founding Windmill, 

Jonathan was a founding partner of Venbridge, a venture capital 

services division of Gowlings, one of Canada’s leading law firms. 

Previously, Jonathan was CEO and founder of LOSC, Inc., a Boston 

based venture capital firm, and held senior positions with Corel 

Corporation and Exocom Consulting after completing his MBA.

Jonathan has been actively involved in the evaluation of various 

innovative technologies and finance structures that enable high 

performance green buildings to be both innovative and viable. To date, 

Jonathan has been responsible for the complete oversight of four LEED 

Platinum mixed-use projects totaling +/- $500M.

Danny Bridson

Urban Planner, Mandaworks

Stockholm

Danny Bridson is an urban planner and 

designer for the Stockholm design studio, 

Mandaworks. He studied urban and regional 

planning at Toronto’s Ryerson University before completing a Master's 

degree in sustainable urban design at Lund University in Sweden. 

Danny’s work at Mandaworks ranges in scale, from detailed public 

space design to comprehensive master plans, in Sweden and 

internationally.  Over the last three years Danny has been working 
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Michael Hess

VP, Smart & Sustainable Buildings, 
Panasonic North America 

Denver 

Mike Hess, Vice President, Smart & Sustainable 

Buildings / Panasonic, is a licensed mechanical 

engineer.  He leads Panasonic’s Smart & Sustainable Buildings team, 

and also supports their CityNOW initiatives for smart and sustainable 

cities.  He has worked on more than 100 LEED certified projects, 

including net zero energy and water experience. 

Mike has expertise in sustainability and LEED consulting, energy 

modeling, commissioning, water re-use, renewable energy, micro-

grids, energy storagem, and intelligent control systems.  He has also 

developed codes and incentives for municipalities, and corporate 

standards for private organizations, to help define their sustainability and 

energy initiatives.

Mike is currently the Chair of the USGBC Florida, which was recently 

formed by the merger of seven USGBC chapters in the state.  He has 

previously served on the USGBC National Board of Directors.  Mike 

is also currently working on Panasonic’s 382 acre Pena Station NEXT 

development in Denver.  This development is a showcase and living 

testing lab for the latest technology in energy, sustainability, smart cities 

and smart buildings.

closely with the City of Stockholm in the planning and development 

of a 15 hectare brownfield site on the waterfront of Sweden’s biggest 

development projects - Stockholm’s Royal Seaport. The Seaport is an 

ambitious urban district, that aims to be a model of sustainable urban 

development internationally. 
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PAUL MACKINNON

Executive Director 

Downtown Halifax Business Commission

TARA WICKWIRE

Director

NATIONAL

ABIGAIL MACEACHERN

Architect

Architecture49

MAYOR MIKE SAVAGE

Mayor of Halifax 

JENNIFER ANGEL

Acting President & CEO

Waterfront Development

KOUROSH RAD

VP R&D, Urban Planner

Compass Commercial Realty

OTHER SPEAKERS & MODERATORS
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T.J. MAGUIRE

Urban Designer

Waterfront Development

PATRICIA CUTTELL

Executive Director

North End Business Association

VINCENT VAN DEN BRINK

Architect

Breakhouse
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